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Abstract - Three different signatures for isoscalar spin transitions in nuclei
have been tested in the 12C(d,d')12C reaction at 400 MeV. These signatures have
values close to zero for the natural parity states, and range from 0.22 to 0.50 for
the AS=I AT=O, 12.7 MeV state. Preliminary results on 40Ca(d,<T) at 400 MeV
are also presented.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Many interesting results have recently been obtained concerning the spin degrees of

freedom in nuclei. Extensively studied by charge exchange reactions and inelastic proton
or electron scattering [1], spin-flip transitions are dominated by the isovector component
of the spin interaction and the information obtained concerns essentially the isovector part
of the spin response. The overall AS=I strength has been localized in a few nuclei [4,5,6,7]
by measuring the proton spin-flip probability Snn. But, except for a few isolated states
in s-d shell nuclei [8], very little is known about the isoscalar spin strength distribution
in nuclei. This is so because the V0-O term, which induces the isoscalar spin transitions, is
the weakest component of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and is much smaller than the
central part Voo or even VCTT which induces the AS=I, AT=I transitions. Information
on the isoscalar spin response gives constraints on theoretical calculations of the residual
interaction and can be very useful in casting further light on the quenching mechanisms
for spin transitions. In order to search for AS=I isoscalar strength, a good isoscalar probe
and a good signature, similar to Snn in {p,p ') scattering [5], are needed.

2 - SIGNATURES OF ISOSCALAR SPIN FLIP TRANSITIONS
Deuterons, having an isospin T=O and so exciting only AT=O transitions, have been



chosen as the probe. Because at 200 MeV per nucléon, the ratio of the free nucléon nucléon
t-matrices tio/t0o is maximum [9], an incident deuteron energy of 400 MeV has been used.
The results of the first part of the experiment [10] show that 400 MeV deuterons are a good
isoscalar spin probe. As expected at 200 MeV/A, the AS=I transitions appears to be
well excited in (d,d') inelastic scattering. The vector and tensor analyzing powers Ay and
Ayy, dominated by the nucleon-nucleon interaction, are characteristic of AS=O or AS=I
transfer, but are not sensitive enough to discriminate between the two spin transfers with
confidence [2,3]. Finding a signature as useful as Snn in (p,p ') is complicated by the spin
1 nature of the deuteron and the lack of a suitable high energy tensor polarimeter.

For (<£, d') scattering three spin-flip probabilities can be calculated [11,12], namely:

S0 = 1[2 + 3Kf+ Kf/]

S2 = 1 [ 4 + 2An - 9K*' + 2P^y' + Ry'/]

SQ, Si and 52 are the probabilities of changing 0, 1 and 2 units in the component of the
deuteron's spin along an axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. Using the Madison
convention [13] and following the notation of Ohlsen [14], Ay and Ayy are the vector
and tensor analyzing powers, P s and Py y the vector and tensor polarization powers
and K'/" the polarization transfer parameters. Assuming plane waves, linear relations
between spin transfer parameters, which do not depend on time reversal invariance [14],
lead to Si=O for AS=O transitions. For AS=I transitions Si is expected to be positive.
Thus «Si is similar to Snn in (p,p ')• But Si involves the measurement of the tensor
polarization of the scattered deuterons and needs a tensor polarimeter.

To determine a vector signature, we proceed as follows. For one step AS=O transi-
tions we have S2=O and py'y'=Ayy [14]. Then Si is equal to S% defined by :

3 = f + \AVV

Sv
d is then expected to be equal to zero for AS=O transitions. Sj can be measured

using only a vector polarimeter like POMME [15,16] which is available at the accelerator
SATURNE. If the above relations are approximately true also for AS=I transitions, S%
should have properties very similar to Snn in (p,p '); it is expected to be positive for
AS=I transitions. Two other signatures can also be defined :

rpv _ py' _ iry' yV _ i * jry'
1 d ~ r ^ y j 2jd~l~2 y

Their values are expected to be very small for AS=O transitions and ^O for AS=I. T%
being the difference of two odd functions of the scattering angle, it may be weak also
for AS=I transitions. E^ is related to S% and Ayy and is expected to be positive for
spin transitions, weak at low momentum transfer (q ~ 0) and negative at larger q for



AS=O transitions [11,12]. In the domain where the analyzing powers are small for AS=I
transitions, reinforced signatures {S'J, T1Jf and ?,'%) are obtained by multiplying the above
signatures by (1-AJ,)(1-AJ,J,). The reinforced signatures, close to the non-reinforced ones
for AS=I transitions, should give a better cancellation for AS=O transitions, and lead to
a better contrast in the spin-flip spectra.

3 - EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE SIGNATURES
The signatures were tested with the three lowest natural parity states of 12C as test

levels for AS=O transitions, and the well known AS=I AT=O I + state at 12.71 MeV.
Measurements were performed at laboratory angles of 4°, 6° and 10° using the high
resolution spectrometer SPESl and the polarimeter POMME [15,16]. For each peak, the
spin-transfer parameters and the signatures were calculated after extracting the analyzing
powers and measuring the polarization of the scattered deuterons for each of the four
incident beam polarization states. More details on the analysis are given in ref. [H].

Table 1. Normal and reinforced signatures for low lying states in 1 2 C Tie second
row of numbers corresponds to the errors in the signatures.

Signatures ||

4°

0.09
0.04

0.10
0.06

0.13
0.06

0.37
0.05

6"

0.01
0.04

-0.06
0.05

0.15
0.04

0.35
0.05

10" 4°

•0.10
0.02

0.09
0.04

0.08
0.03

0.21
0.03

6°

-0.03
0.02

-0.06
0.03

-0.07
0.02

0.23
0.03

10" 4"

•0.07
0.03

0.02
0.05

0.01
0.04

0.33
0.03

6"

-0.11
0.03

-0.14
0.04

-0.03
0.03

0.28
0.04

10"

4.44 MeV

7.65 MeV

9.64 MeV

12.71 MeV

0.04
0.05

0.13
0.03

0.11
0.04

0.54
0.08

-0.09
0.02

-0.08
0.03

-0.10
0.02

-0.09
0.05

-0.20
0.03

-0.14
0.04

-0.18
0.03

0.33
0.06

Signatures

4.44 MeV

7.65 MeV

9.64 MeV

12.71 MeV

0.05
0.02

0.08
0.05

0.07
0.03

0.39
0.05

0.01
0.02

-0.02
0.01

0.05
0.01

0.37
0.05

0.00
0.01

0.02
0.01

0.01
0.01

0.50
0.07

o.oe
0.01

0.07
0.03

0.04
0.02

-0.01
0.01

-0.02
0.01

-0.03
0.01

-0.01
0.01

-0.01
0.01

-0.01
0.01

0.23 I 0.24 I -0.08
0.03 I 0.03 i 0.04

0.04
0.02

0.01
0.04

0.01
0.02

-0.05
0.01

-0.04
0.01

-0.01
0.01

0.35
0.04

0.29
0.04

-0.02
0.01

-0.02
0.01

-0.02
0.01

0.30
0.05



The values for the normal and reinforced signatures measured for the three first nat-
ural parity levels of 12C and the AS=I I + state at 12.71 MeV are given in table 1. No
systematic dependence of the signatures on details of the analysis was observed. These sig-
natures are small or negative for the AS=O transitions. For the AS=I state at 12.71 MeV
all the signatures have large positive values, except T^ at 10°. These values are compa-
rable to those observed for S71n in (p,p '). The results obtained at 4° (q = 0.45 fm"1) are
given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 - Inelastic (d,d') spectrum measured at a laboratory angle of 4° on 1 2 C

In this figure are plotted, as a function of the excitation energy, a) the yield, in counts
per 50 keV bin, b) the same yield, summed over 500 keV bins. This last yield, multiplied)
by S'J or S^1, is presented in Fig. 1-c and 1-d respectively. Comparison of Fig. 1-c and 1-d
with Fig. 1-b shows clearly that the I + spin excitation at 12.71 MeV is strongly enhanced
compared to the 2 + , O+ and 3~ AS=O states. The spin signatures make apparent the
presence of spin strength above 18 MeV, especially in the region of the 18.3 MeV level
which has been identified as a 2~, T=O state in a (p,i>') spin-flip measurement [17] and
near 20.5 MeV. The present results confirm that the 18.3 level is indeed an isoscalar
spin excitation. The spectra shown in Fig. 1-c and 1-d reveal considerable isoscalar spin



strength above 20 MeV which is not reported in the compilation of 12C levels [18]. The
results obtained at 6° (q = 0.7 fm"1) and 10° (q = 1.14 fm"1) are given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 - Inelastic (d,d') data obtained at laboratory angles of 6° and 10° on C.

The comparison of the spin-flip-excitation spectra with the raw excitation spectrum
confirms the conclusions of the 4° data analysis; the enhancement of the 12.71 MeV peak
relative to the background appears to be particularly impressive at 10° by using the 5^
signature.

4 - ISOSCALAR SPIN RESPONSE IN THE CONTINUUM
Recently the AS=I strength has been systematically investigated in the continuum

of several nuclei by measuring the spin-flip probability S71n in (p»?5) inelastic scattering
[5,6,19]. Such measurements can allow [20] a separation of the spectrum into AS=I and
AS=O components. It has been found [5,6,7] that, at an excitation energy beyond 30 MeV,
the background contains up to about 80 % AS=I strength. This very high relative spin re-
sponse has already been decomposed into multipolarities [21]. The overall spin response at
high q has also been separated into spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse components [22].
Theoretical calculations [23] predict an enhancement of the spin-longitudinal component
relative to the spin-transverse part of the isovector spin response. This enhancement
was not observed in (p,p ') experiments. A correct treatment of the absorption reduces
this otherwise large ratio [24] but not enough to reconcile the predictions with the ex-



perimental data. Since other calculations lead to an inverse effect in the isoscalar spin
response [25], the unknown contribution of AS=I, AT=O might contribute to reconciling
theory and experiment. However, there are new (p,n) data [26] that look like the {p,^)
measurements.

Using the S% signature, which seems the best in the continuum, we have begun
to search for isoscalar spin strength in 40Ca where the overall spin response is already
available [5,7]. Measurements were performed at laboratory angles of 4°, 6° and 8° up
to 45 MeV of excitation energy (q ~ .48, ~ .70 and ~ .92 fm"1 respectively). The
results given here are still preliminary and the statistics have to be improved. The results
obtained at 4° and 6° are plotted versus the excitation energy in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 - Inelastic (d,d') spectra measured at laboratory angles of 4° and 6° on 40Ca.

The missing mass spectra are presented in a); in b) are given the yields integrated
over 2 MeV bins to provide enough statistics to calculate the signature 5jf. In c) are
given the isoscalar spin flip probabilities, and in d) the isoscalar spin flip cross sections.
In 40Ca the distortion effects are higher than in 12C; nevertheless, Fig. 3 clearly shows
that the cancellation of S% remains good for the AS=O, 3~ level at 3.74 MeV which is



highly excited in the domain of missing mass explored at 6°. The observable S% is positive
in almost all the explored domain of excitation energy, and thus indicates the presence of
isoscalar spin strength in 40Ca. The general trend of this isoscalar spin flip probability
is to slowly increase with the excitation energy. The isoscalar spin strength distribution
so obtained is more structured than the overall spin response observed in (ysp5) [7,21].
The low energy structure excited at 4° between 7 and 10 MeV is smeared out at 6°. A
finer analysis of its angular distribution shows that this structure is rapidly decreasing
for increasing scattering angle and disappears beyond 5°. It probably contains some L=O
strength. Other structures appear around 15, 25, 32 and 35 MeV and beyond 40 MeV.
The differences in shape of these structures at 4° and 6° indicate the presence of several
multipolarities. For comparison, in Fig. 4 are plotted as a function of the excitation
energy some recent results obtained in 40Ca(p,p ') at 800 MeV [7]. Fig 4-a shows the
cross section integrated over 2 MeV bins; fig 4-b gives the spin flip probability Snn, and
fig 4-c the overall spin-flip cross section <rSnn-
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Fig. 4 - Recent data obtained in (p,py) at 800 MeV foi a laboratory scattering angle
of 3.2° on 40Ca (q - 0.43 un-1).

The isoscalar spin strength distribution obtained in (d, d') at 4° (q = 0.48 fm"1) is
consistent with the overall spin strength distribution observed in (p,?1) at 3.2°
(q = 0.43 fm"1). Most of the structures observed in (d, d') seem to be correlated to
oscillations in the Snn distribution obtained at 800 MeV or at 319 MeV. The similar



values for Snn in (p^p1) at 800 MeV and for S% in (d,d') at 400 MeV can be understood in
a very rough model. They are related to the relative values of the terms which, in the free
nucleon-nucleon interaction, induce the different AS, AT transitions at 800 MeV/A and
200 MeV/A. This assumes that the weights for the isoscalar and the isovector strengths
are similar to each other, as supposed in (p,^) to obtain the relative spin response. In
fact the weight of the isoscalar spin strength seems only a little weaker than the weight
of the isovector spin strength at high excitation energy in 40Ca, but more statistics in the
S% measurement are needed to have a quantitative estimate.

5 - SUMMARY
Three different signatures for isoscalar spin transitions excited by (d, d') inelastic

scattering have been proposed. The normal S% and E^ and the reinforced S'J1 and S^
signatures turn out to be very efficient in selecting AS=I transitions. Theoretical values
for these signatures are still not available to compare with the present data. Nevertheless,
the small or negative measured values of 5^ and S^ for the different AS=O transitions
certainly indicate that a positive value of S% and E^ is a proof of the presence of spin
transitions. At medium and high momentum transfer, the S% signature appears to be the
best to reveal AS=I strength in the continuum. This good signature of AS=I transitions
added to the good isoscalar selectivity of the {d,dJ) reaction gives us a very powerful tool
for a selective search for the isoscalar spin strength. Preliminary results, obtained in 40Ca,
make apparent the presence of isoscalar spin strength at low excitation energy and in the
continuum. The isoscalar spin strength distribution may be consistent with the overall
spin strength distribution at high excitation energy obtained in (p,p*). But quantitative
comparisons require a calibration of the signature S% relative to the isoscalar spin flip
probability «Si. Plans are underway to build a tensor polarimeter for intermediate energy
deuterons for a complete investigation of AT=O spin excitations.
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